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Abstract 

● My dog KoKo kept escaping from her play area. Once I found out how 
she was escaping I needed to figure out how to prevent her from doing it 
again. 

● I tried many things that failed and weren’t successful before I finally found 
and built a solution that worked.



Problem/Need

● My purpose and need for my project is to make sure my dog can’t jump 
out of her cage/play area so that she won’t mess up anything in the 
house while we are gone.

● I will solve this problem/need by brainstorming ideas, trying out different 
ideas to see if they work or not, learning from my mistakes (then I can 
know what mistakes I made and fix them) and finding the solution once 
and for all.



Criteria and Constraints 

● Must be supplies I already have at home
● Cannot be unsafe for KoKo (or any anyone else)
● Needs to be heavy enough that KoKo cannot move it but not too 

heavy that it will break her cage
● I have to be able to build it myself and will only ask for help if I need 

to use any power tools or something sharp that needs adult 
supervision. 

● Knew I couldn’t use cardboard because she chews it 
● Knew it had to be somewhat heavy or she will push ito out her way



Materials

● Cardboard
● Wood
● Old Table Legs
● Zip Ties
● Dog Toys
● Metal Bucket
● Wood Glue
● Clamps
● Bungee Cords



Design Execution 
● Took random wood pieces and tried to come up with a solution to prevent 

my dog from jumping out of her cage/play area. Had to find the best pieces 
that fit together and filled the space best. 

● Narrowed my ideas down to ones that didn’t require the use of power tools, 
saws, a lot of adult supervisor or help so since it was my project to do. 
Accomplished this by using zip ties, wood glue and bungee cords. 



Build a Model or Prototype 

● I found a bunch of wood in our garage and brought it all inside. I was going 
to use bricks too but they were too heavy.

● I zip tied two old table legs to the front of the cage  (one in each corner).
● I started to stack some wood on top of each other to block KoKo (the dog) 

from jumping on top of her cage.
● I had to glue some of the wood together so that it was long enough 
● I added some wood pieces to KoKo’s toy bucket for additional weight and 

put that behind the wood for added support so that KoKo cannot push the 
wood out of the way.

● I connected all the wood to the cage with bungee cords for added strength 
and durability. 



Test Prototype and Evaluate
 

● If the design model was tall, wide and heavy enough to cover and prevent 
KoKo from jumping out of her cage/play area then it should be a success.

● Once I completed the prototype I tested it by putting KoKo inside her play 
area and leaving her there to see if she could escape. KoKo tried to 
escape but she couldn’t. I tested it a few more times throughout the week 
to make sure and she still couldn’t escape. The prototype was a success. 



Test Prototype and Evaluate Continued
 



Results/ Evidence of Engineering
1) Collected Supplies 

2) Zip tied old table legs to the front corners of the cage

●



Results/ Evidence of Engineering Continue
  3) Glued wood pieces together

  4) Stacked wood together (had to find best size pieces to fit)



Results/ Evidence of Engineering Continued 2
5) Added wood to bottom of toy bucket for added weight and placed toy bucket on 
top of cage.

6) Attached the wood to the cage using bungee cords so the wood couldn’t move

7) Put KoKo in cage/Play area and tested prototype/project

8) Success!!



Conclusion
● My dog KoKo kept jumping out of her cage/play area. This project helped me 

come up with a design to fix this problem. I tried different things that didn’t 
work such as boxes that she would chew up, eat, destroy and push out of the 
way, and pillows that she would push out the way. I had to come up with 
something that was not made out of cardboard and that was big, tall and 
heavy enough to block her from pushing her way out over the top of the cage. 
Building a wood block wall and than attaching it with zip ties and bungee 
cords worked. I also added extra weight behind it with her toy bucket and 
additional wood in the bottom of the bucket. This project was great because it 
solved a real world problem my family was having and I was able to solve it 
by using supplies we already had laying around our garage. 
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